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Introduction
The SCQs were perceived as being exceptionally difficult, but there is evidence that the
paper was no more complex than papers in the past, and the questions were all drawn
directly from the specification.
The questions which caused the main problems were 2 (Sally’s potatoes), 4 (the car park),
5 (price discrimination in the night club), 7 (MR<0 and MC rising) and 8 (diseconomies of
scale as a reason for a demerger).
Question 9 (PFI and regulation) was significantly less popular than Question 10 (Tesco’s and
the hairdressers) by a ratio of 1:3. However the performance was much better on question
9, with the stronger candidates tending to choose this question. The material was very
helpful for students constructing their arguments and evaluation. The quality of answers
was higher on the b and d questions in both 9 and 10, compared to January 2012. This was
the main factor explaining the higher mean for this session.
The A grade was set at 56 (54 in January 2012) and the E at 36 (34 in January 2012),
which reflects the 2.5 increase in the mean to 50.6. The standard deviation fell 0.3 to 9.8.
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Question 1
This was a high scoring question with the vast majority of students correctly identifying
backwards vertical integration and understanding the associated advantages.
Application was the key to getting full marks. Candidates made good use of knockout,
with rejecting option A being the most popular. Candidates are reminded that a successful
knockout mark must include a relevant economic point, rather than just being a reversal of
the key.
Some students confused the situation with horizontal integration, probably because they
read the question too quickly.
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Examiner Comments

1 mark for correct key
2 marks for explanation of backward vertical
intergration as different stages of production
(1) and moving back towards the source of
raw materials (1)
Note that candidates do not need to specify
that it is the same production process or good
to get these marks.
1 mark for application for the use of coal as a
raw material of steel.
Total 1 + 3

Examiner Tip

This answer demonstrates the practice of
elimination of a key, which can earn up to
two marks on each of the supported choice
questions at A2 level.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very tricky response because the
candidate has not understood that coal is
used in the production of steel. Incorrect key
so explanation capped at 21 mark for 'not be
dependent on supplier' which gives a sense of
the benefit of the merger1 mark for knock out
E that it is not a forward vertical integration,
as this would have involved merging from
primary to secondary which is not the case.
Total 0 + 2
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Examiner Tip

Reading the stem carefully should make it
clear how the firms are related. A surprisingly
large number of candidates said that because
both firms are in the primary sector then this
must be horizontal integration!

Question 2
Most students recognised perfect competition and were able to gain full marks through a
labelled diagram and profit maximisation equation. Many chose incorrect key A but still
drew a correct diagram. Almost all students gained a mark for a correct profit maximisation
equation.

Examiner Comments

Correct key - 1 mark
Diagram horizontal AR = MR (1) and output at
level of MC = MR (1)
Written identification that profit maximisation
is where MC = MR (1)
Total 1 + 3

Examiner Tip

A picture saves a thousand words! Here the
diagram does the work for the candidate.
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Examiner Comments

Correct key - 1 mark
Written identification that profit maximisation is MR = MC (1)
Note that the diagram cannot be awarded any marks as this is
a diagram showing a downward sloping D = AR curve whereas
the diagram must show a horizontal AR curve
Total 1 + 1

Examiner Tip

A surprisingly large number of candidates draw a
horizontal AC=MR rather than AR=MR for perfect
competition.
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Question 3
Little use was made of diagrams, but where they were used they tended to be very
effective. Simply drawing a downward sloping AR was enough to secure the first mark.
Many marks were awarded for characteristics of both markets with a rejection of either A
or E. A surprisingly large number of students think that 'monopolistic' is synonymous with
'monopoly', leading to real difficulties with the question.

Examiner Comments

Correct key - 1
Monopoly as firm equals market - 1
Knockout of A as monopoly has high barrier to
entry - 1
Characteristic of monopolistic of competition - 1
Total 1 +3

Examiner Tip

Don't forget to label the main reason for this
diagram - the AR curve!
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Examiner Comments

This is a good example of a well answered
question
Correct key - 1
Diagram two marks - 1 for downward sloping
of AR curve in monopoly diagram and 1 for
drawing comparison between profits levels in
long run between monopoly and monopolistic
competition
Knockout of A - 1
Total 1 + 3
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Examiner Tip

On questions where there seems to be a
shortage of space, it is fine to write at the
top in the gap, but also below the line. It is a
good idea to draw and arrow to show you have
gone below the line, however. If in doubt as
to whether there is more material unseen, the
examiner will check.

Question 4
Revenue maximisation was identified by the majority of students regardless of which key
was selected. Only a few students annotated the diagram with the total revenue area but
a TR curve was drawn more often. A very effective use of a diagram connecting TR max
to MR=0 (or Z in the diagram provided) earned 2 marks for many students. Students
commonly discounted options A and B to gain further marks.
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Examiner Comments

Correct key
Definition of revenue maximisation as MR = 0
On a diagram the parabola shape Total Revenue = 1 and
connected to the diagram above where MR = 0 one more mark
Total 1 + 3

Examiner Tip

This diagram showing TR max where MR=0 is
incredibly useful to explain revenue maximisation.
2 marks if properly annotated, as here.
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Examiner Comments

Incorrect key
Although the diagram is annotated there is nothing which is
correct - the area shown is revenue not profit
Sales max is being confused with revenue max, so TR max is
not where AR = AC
There is no mark for saying that supply is perfectly inelastic
because this is not relevant
Total 0 + 0

Examiner Tip

When you see a question on revenue maximisation,
find and label MR=0.
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Question 5
The option B was often selected and therefore although some application marks were
awarded the definition of price discrimination was inadequate. Clearly the product is
different, for anyone travelling in economy class is usually considered to be happy to be
upgraded to business class! Candidates who selected the right key went on to gain full
marks for the definition and application. Conditions for price discrimination were usually
correctly described regardless of the key selected, and there were many useful diagrams
showing the relative elasticities in the sub-markets.
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Examiner Comments

Incorrect key (0) and so explanation capped
at 2
Different elasticities (1)
Conditions for price discrimation having
different elasticities (1)
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Examiner Tip

For price discrimination, remember that the
product supplied must be exactly the same.
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Examiner Comments

Correct key (1)
Diagram (although not applied to context) but does show high price inelastic demand (1)
Defintion of price discrimation in whole explanation of same product but different price (1)
Comment that men have more inelastic demand (1)
Allow knockout mark as applied that seats are different products (1)
Also allow comment that firms can profit maximise through price discrimation (1)
Therefore there are plenty of ways to get the marks here

Examiner Tip

This diagram is also very effective!
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Question 6
Most students gained a mark for identifying profit maximisation MC=MR, and a further mark
for explaining fixed costs but incorrect key E was often selected and limited the students
to only 2 marks. Diagrams were commonly used regardless of the key selected, but when
a shift of MC was included they were likely to be unhelpful. Careful use of the diagram,
including the changes in profit area and the non-change of price and output, were valuable
tools.

Examiner Comments

Correct key (1)
Fixed costs have no impact on MC (1)
MC = MR (1)
Diagram shift in AC (1) change in profit area (1)
MC = MR (1) diagram could score up to 3 marks
1+3

Examiner Comments

This diagram puts joy into the heart of the examiner.
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Examiner Comments

Incorrect key (0)
MR = MC written above the diagram (1)
Definition of fixed costs that do not vary with
output (1)
0+2
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Examiner Tip

When fixed costs change, do not shift the MC.

Question 7
The definition mark was usually awarded but descriptions of the Law of Diminishing Returns
were generally poor and clumsy. Diagrams were frequently unclear and confused, but credit
was given for rising MC and MR<0. Many answers included a shift in MC, and sometimes a
shift in demand. Clearly this kind of question is not often rehearsed. The knock out of D
was clearly described and many attempts to discount incorrect option E was successful in
saying that there was not enough information to know whether the firm made a loss or a
profit. This was a standard 'textbook' question, and discriminated well.
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Examiner Comments

Correct key (1)
Diagram - this is a good example of a diagram
highlighting the key point of the question by
showing the area of the graph where both MR
is greater than zero and MC is rising (2)
MR is beyond MR = 0 (ie is positive) (1)
1+3
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Examiner Tip

This diagram says it all.

Examiner Comments

Correct key (1)
Definition of marginal costs (1)
Note that although the candidate also defines
inelastic PED only one definition mark can be
given
1+1

Examiner Tip

Don't confuse the law of diminishing returns
with any long running issues, such as here
with the LRAC.
Avoid giving more than one definition - the
assessment objectives only allow one mark for
knowledge.
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Question 8
Candidates demonstrated a good understanding of demerger but often struggled to apply
this knowledge to identify the correct answer. Where candidates scored high marks they
typically were able to successfully identify relevant diseconomies of scale and included a
diagram showing output falling and unit costs falling.
Option D was frequently chosen due to confusion over decreasing contestability. Few
students chose the correct option and even the definition of a demerger was often too weak
to award a mark. There were few diagrams and it was broadly a low scoring question with
incomplete and vague answers.

Examiner Comments

Incorrect key (0) Allow knock out
of D (1)
0 + 1I
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Examiner Tip

This tricky question involves a fall in diseconomies of
scale, a combination of two negatives. A diagram helps
the mind cope with this!

Examiner Comments

Correct key (1)
Identification that merger has lead to diseconomies of
scale (1)
Diagram (2) showing falling costs and falling output
Knock out of D (1)
1+3

Examiner Tip

Another very effective diagram.
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Question 9 (a)
This question was generally well answered, with candidates aware of the need to incorporate
both theory and application into their answers. A number of candidates however omitted
a reference to the leasing or renting element of PFI contracts and so did not obtain all the
full theory marks available. The majority of answers were able to successfully refer to two
separate pieces of evidence from the case.

Examiner Comments

2 for theory (1 for build and manage a project, 1 for
government will rent off them) 2 application (1 for 700
major items, 1 for the private sector takes the risk).

Examiner Tip

There was plenty of data to use it. The question
wanted 'examples' so make sure you use two
pieces of data.
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Examiner Comments

Tendering service is not correct. 1 mark for major/
instructure2 marks ap: schools and hospitals.

Examiner Tip

Remember 2 marks for theory and 2 for application.
PFI is not the same as contracting out.
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Question 9 (b)
This question was generally well answered with candidates showing a good understanding of
the monopoly diagram and many were able to successfully apply this to the context of the
case to achieve all of the KAA marks available. Evaluation was pleasing with the majority of
candidates able to successfully evaluate their responses within the context of the questions.
Weaker answers relied on textbook theory and were not able to apply their responses to the
case, or merely failed to evaluate at all.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent answer, 8/8.
Data is used, the diagram is clear (even if MC doesn't go exactly
through the lowest point of AC) and there is an understanding
that 50% of the marks will go for evaluation.
Eval: 2+2

Examiner Tip

Make sure you remember that even the 8 mark
questions are 50% evaluation, and with 2 marks for
the diagram, there is not a lot of scope for lengthy
writing on the analysis descriptions.
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Examiner Comments

Diagram - 2 although SNP isn't labelled the written analysis
next to diagram is clear that this is shown on the diagram
KAA - 2 for comments at bottom of page about
uncontestability and setting prices
1 EV for comment about risk of going over budget
4+1 = 5
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Examiner Tip

Make sure the profit area is
shaded, or at the very least,
described carefully in the text.

Question 9 (c)
There were many excellent responses to this question. Many candidates successfully
incorporated information from the case and provided three separate benefits of PFI schemes
to either the government or the end user. There was a plethora of information in the case
study material, both for and against the issue. However, candidates are reminded of the
fact that half the marks are available for evaluation, and their arguments should be equally
weighted.
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Examiner Comments

3 points made, each with some evaluation (though the second
paragraph it is scoring just 1/2).
This is succinct, accurate, and makes excellent use of the data
provided. All in one page!

Examiner Tip

Use the data! There is a large amount of material
provided, which is especially helpful for questions
such as these which are not fully discussed in most
textbooks. The answers are in the questions!
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Examiner Comments

2 knowledge marks for 1st paragraph for large initial costs
2 knowledge marks for the next paragraph for opportunity costs
2 for evaluation for paying more than the initial costs
2 knowledge for last paragraph effiency and better quality and
finally 1 evaluation where benefit of doubt was given as the
point was similar to the previous evaluation but it is a slightly
different reason for higher costs
Although they got 6 knowledge marks, because there is no
application it is capped at 5.
Total 5 + 3ev

Examiner Tip

It's really clear that using the data and evaluating it is
key to doing well.
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Question 9 (d)
There were many excellent answers to this question, with candidates demonstrating a clear
understanding of methods of government intervention to promote efficiency in markets.
Strong answers followed a clear structure of discussing a method of intervention and then
evaluating the method and thus scored high marks.
Price capping, performance targets and deregulation were the most common, which were
indicated in the text. There were many answers giving RPI-X and RPI=K as separate points,
and this was fully acceptable. Evaluation depended on the points chosen, asymmetric
information and regulatory capture were most common. Many students knew the structure
required, it was really a question of making enough points in the time available rather than
ability to access this open-ended question.
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Examiner Comments

Price capping identified and explained - 2
RPI + K identified and explained - 2
Contracting out identified and well explained
with example - 3
First ev - lack of incentives to invest - 2e
Second ev - asymetric information not linking to
the question - 1e
Third ev - Regulatory capture - 2e
Total 7 + 5 ev

Examiner Tip

It is good to see contracting out applied here
to laundry services.
This answer was going well, but clearly the
student runs out of time.
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Examiner Comments

Performance targets - 2
Ev - trade off E2
Fines - 2
Ev - negative impact of fine E2
Price capping - 2
Ev - regulatory capture - E2
Ruin reputation as an example of naming and shaming - 2
Ev - consumer loyalty remains - E2
Total 8 + 8ev

Examiner Tip

A gap between your paragraphs makes it easy on
the examiner - and setting out points clearly in this
way will help you work out if you have made a wellbalanced answer.
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Question 10 (a)
Candidates often failed to spot that this was an example of vertical integration as
Dunnhumby was a supplier (of information) to Tesco. This candidate found the application
marks accessible but often did not achieve the full theory marks. Candidates needed
to explicitly state a reason for the takeover; often candidates chose to simply explain
why Tesco used Dunnhumby’s services (ie to know the customer better). The key to
obtaining full marks was appreciating why Tesco wanted to change the status quo and buy
Dunnhumby. Candidates who adopted this approach typically scored full marks.

Examiner Comments

1 for data for saying what Dunnhumby does in a general sense.

Examiner Tip

Brand loyalty cannot be awarded because there is no
increased brand loyalty just because Tesco bought
Dunnhumby. Dunnhumby already collected the
data for Tesco and there will be no increase in data
provided.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is exceptionally good - and rare.
2 for theory
2 for application.

Examiner Tip

Remember two marks for theory (here, vertical
integration, well explained) and 2 for application.
There is more than enough here.
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Question 10 (b)
Candidates were able to achieve full marks for successfully applying any relevant market
structure diagram to the information provide, provide the market structure chosen
was justified. The most popular approach was to use monopolistic competition as the
appropriate market structure. A popular method of evaluating was to compare profitability
over time. Candidates who attained high marks on this question typically were able to set
their answers clearly within the context of the case and avoided “textbook” responses.
Students are becoming more familiar with the requirements of these kinds of question. The
evaluation was certainly of a better standard this year.
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Examiner Comments

KAA 1- definition/explanation of monopolistic
competition
KAA 1 - 70% of customers are loyal
1 for the diagram downward sloping AR
Ev 2- loyalty of customers to specific
hairdressers can create a problem.
Ev 2- Candidate suggests there are low
barriers to entry in this market,
Total 3 + 4ev
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Examiner Tip

The cost curves do appear, but very feint.
No profit area seen.
Make sure you draw diagrams in a very dark
colour, and don't use hard pencil or red/
green pen.
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Examiner Comments

KAA 2- recognition of inelasticity due to customer loyalty with quote
from text.
No marks for the diagram due to wrong market structure.
The discussion is difficult to follow but there are two
evaluation marks above the diagram for the discussion of loyalty to
a particular stylist.
On the 2nd page the candidate comments that new firms may enter
the market so only normal profits are made in the long run. This
point is developed further as the candidate then comments that this
may not happen due to customer loyalty - 2 e
Total 2 + 4ev

Examiner Tip

This answer shows how a candidate can develop
evaluation through depth/layers.
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Question 10 (c)
Candidates found this question challenging, with candidates often reproducing an inaccurate
payoff matrix. Candidates are advised to practice applying payoff matrices to a variety
of situations and to demonstrate clearly which firm is being referred to in each quadrant.
Candidates are reminded of the need to incorporate applied theory into their answers –
the context chosen lead to a variety of appropriate strategies being reviewed. However,
candidates did not need to use a payoff matrix to gain the marks reserved for game
theory. Many candidates did demonstrate a good understanding of the prisoner's dilemma
and made good references to the interdependence of many firms when making decisions.
Strong answers reviewed a range of strategies to increase loyalty and applied them
successfully to their chosen industry.
Evaluation tended to be rushed on this question. Evaluation marks can be earned through
the use of game theory, but are not automatically attached. There must be critical distance
in the answer.
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Examiner Comments

KAA 1- advertising
KAA 2 - game theory marks for discussion of interdependent
firms
Please note that the payoff matrix does not get any marks
because it is incorrect- the highest profit figures should
be where the two firms are colluding, in this case where
they both have 'low output'. In these questions it is very
important to actually check that candidates have drawn
payoff matrixes that 'work', particularly when it comes to
the values used in these diagrams.
KAA 2 - customer service/quality
KAA 2- loyalty card would encourage people to stick to flying
with the same airline
KAA 2- sales maximisation explanation
EV 2 - Sales maximisation leading to loss of profit in intial
run which has been indicated throughout but comes to
fruition in the last paragraph
Total 6 + 2ev

Examiner Tip

Also, remember that only the
best three KAA points can be
rewarded up to a maximum of
six marks
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Examiner Comments

KAA 2- explanation of predatory pricing
KAA 2- explanation of loyalty cards
KAA 2- explanation of advertising
Ev 2- predatory pricing is illegal
Ev 1- advertising is expensive
Ev 1- firms may raise prices in long run
Total 4 + 2ev

Examiner Tip

Note that there is no reference to game theory in this
answer, and so therefore it can be awarded a maximum
of 4/6 for KAA
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Question 10 (d)
This was a challenging question and led to a wide variety of responses. Candidates who
were awarded high marks on this question paid close attention to the words of the question
(ie reasons for dominance vice versa). Strong answers were able to successfully compare
the two separate markets using comparative language and explaining why the differences in
the market characteristics helped to explain the differences in the market structure. Good
answers effectively used the concept of contestability to help justify the reasons why the
two markets differ.
Most candidates made good use of the data provided, referring to the relevant concentration
ratios, and discussing the issue of consumer loyalty to individual stylists. Generally this
was an accessible question, which candidates could write something relevant in response
to.  The largest error in answering this question was to write a response based purely
in economic theory, rather than applying the appropriate theoretical points to the two
industries of food retail and hairdressing. For example, many candidates wrote that the
food retail industry is dominated by just a few firms because it is an oligopoly, this being
one of the characteristics of an oligopoly (often going on to explain the other characteristics
at length, but with no application to the food retail industry), and similarly this is not the
case for hairdressing because that is an example of a monopolistically competitive industry,
and this is one that has many buyers and sellers. This obviously missed the main thrust of
the question which was to explain why food retail is an oligopoly, and why hairdressing is
monopolistically competitive. Whilst weaker candidates could usually go on to explain some
of the relevant features of the two industries, for example, high/low barriers to entry and
exit, high/low sunk costs, extent of economies of scale, they were unable to give relevant
applied examples of these from the two industries. Conversely, more able candidates
could discuss the specific factors of production that one might need to set up in either
industry, or explained specific types of economies of scale that might be encountered, often
successfully relating these to the industries in question. The most common option here was
to discuss the degree of monopsony power that supermarkets might hold over farmers/
food manufacturers, and contrast this with the much lower quantities of shampoo etc. that
a hairdresser would need to purchase. Many candidates wrote about the artificial barriers to
entry that supermarkets may constuct to maintain their monopoly power. Of these limit and
predatory pricing tended to be well explained, but although candidates could identify that
collusion may occur, they could not satisfactorily explain why this might limit the number
of firms in the industry. Evaluation of these points did not go beyond the possibility of
investigation and prosecution by competition authorities in the vast majority of scripts, so
more knowledge of why these may not occur would be useful. Very few students brought
any knowledge of game theory into their answers here, which was surprising given that the
previous question had required them to consider this. More generally, candidates achieved
higher knowledge, application and analysis marks than evaluation marks in this question,
as they did not make enough evaluative points, and/or found it difficult to go beyond either
a simple statement that the opposite was true in the other industry ('there are high sunk
costs in food retail as entrants would need to launch an expensive advertising campaign,
but sunk costs are low in hair dressing'), or tended to rely on general, rote learned
evaluative points which they did not apply to the specific context of the question ('however
predatory pricing is illegal'). While these earned candidates some marks, there is perhaps
still not enough understanding that half of the 16 marks are awarded for evaluation on
these highest mark questions. Finally, weaker answers strayed away from answering the
question into a consideration of the merits and demerits of each kind of market structure
for society, and were sometimes confused by the reference in the extract to their being
considerable customer loyalty to individual stylists, as they took this as customer loyalty to
salon chains, and hence a barrier to entry into the industry.
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Examiner Comments

This is a repetitive answer, which only discusses barriers
to entry (which is repeated by discussion of high start up
costs) and vertical integration (which is linked together with
economies of scale but this is not developed). The two points
are evaluated, so can earn 2+2 KAA and 2 + 2 eval.

Examiner Tip

Make four distinct points, and develop them in unique
ways, applying your economic theory as well as the
data provided.
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Examiner Comments

This scores 7 + 8 evaluation.
It is an impressive answer, with three good points
made, developed and applied, followed each time
by evaluation. For a secure 16 marks, 4 points
should be attempted, however.

Examiner Tip

Short answers can be effective, but ensure you develop the points
deeply, and you have enough breadth in your range of responses. 4
good points are recommended, although 3 can get you to full marks.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Learn the meaning of important words like monopolistic;

•

Annotate your diagrams correctly so that they are made clear;

•

Check the breakdown of the marks for each question so that you do not waste time on
questions;

•

Use diagrams if this can help you to explain a concept;

•

Always read the question thoroughly, so if you are asked for two pieces of data, give
two;

•

Remember to allow time for evaluation if this is part of the question - there are valuable
marks here;

•

Well laid out answers make it clear to read what you are writing about.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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